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Abstract 
 

The Multi-mission Modular Solar Array (MM Solar Array) is Lockheed Martin’s fourth generation flex array. 
The MM Solar Array was designed to be a high-powered solar array, 7.5-12.5 kW and higher per Wing  
(15-25 kW and higher with 2 Wings per spacecraft), that is easily configurable for a number of different 
missions. The prime objectives during the design process were a finished product that was cost-effective, 
easy to manufacture, and modular. 
 
Like previous generations of Lockheed Martin flex arrays, the MM Solar Array Z-folds the blanket and stows 
it between two rectangular composite structures that protect the blanket during ascent on the launch 
vehicle. Once on orbit, the MM Solar Array deploys in two phases. During phase one of the deployment, 
the launch locks are released, and hinges move the MM Solar Array away from the vehicle and position the 
blanket for deployment. During phase two of the deployment, motorized actuators are energized and the 
mast is deployed, which in turns pulls the Z-folded blanket open. At the end of the deployment, two blanket 
tensioning mechanisms are engaged. These mechanisms ensure the blanket behaves as a planar 
membrane throughout the life of the vehicle, thus creating a stiff structure that can survive vehicle engine 
and thruster firings. Once deployed, the MM Solar Array measures approximately 23 meters (75 feet) from 
the base of the solar array to the tip. One of the bigger design challenges with the MM Solar Array was to 
survive an orbit-raising maneuver, i.e., an apogee engine burn, with two 23-meter (75-foot) long MM Solar 
Arrays fully deployed on opposite sides of the vehicle. The structure and the hinges of the MM Solar Array 
had to be designed to survive this high loading condition. 
 
During the development, qualification, and production of the MM Solar Array many lessons were learned. 
In composite manufacturing, a critical lesson regarding cure profiles and how small variations can adversely 
change the behavior of a composite structure were learned. In mechanisms, proper handling of spring-
driven devices so as not to damage the device were learned. In test, a simple but important lesson was 
learned on establishing the correct test temperatures for a thermal cycle test of a complicated mechanical 
assembly. Also in test, the degradation of the strength of composite structures at cold temperatures was 
investigated. In the supply chain realm, lessons were learned about how one supplier might interpret what 
was thought to be a clear requirement completely differently than another supplier. During failure 
investigations, an important lesson was learned about obtaining an independent perspective of the failure 
at hand. Some positive lessons were also learned, such as getting manufacturing and tooling involved early 
in the design process led to a smooth manufacturing process. Another positive lesson was that re-
qualification of a heritage mechanism is a good idea, especially if the mechanism has not been built in over 
15 years. 
 
The lessons learned in the development, qualification, and production of the MM Solar Array resulted in a 
cost-efficient and manufacturable solar array design that can be easily configured for any number of high-
powered missions. Four MM Solar Array Wing Assemblies are currently in-orbit on two different vehicles. 
The launch of Wings 5 & 6 is scheduled for early 2020. 
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    Figure 1 - Lockheed Martin Heritage Flex Arrays            Figure 2 - Lockheed Martin MM Solar Array 

 
Introduction 

 
The idea for the MM Solar Array was conceived in 2013 when Lockheed Martin desired a high-powered 
solar array for its LM 2100™ fleet of commercial spacecraft. The goal of 25 kW per vehicle (or 12.5 kW per 
Wing) was established. The design team was faced with a significant decision: expand the current 
generation of rigid solar arrays or utilize Lockheed Martin’s heritage in flex arrays to develop a low-cost, 
low-mass fourth-generation flex array. The trade studies that followed quickly concluded that the flex array 
solution had significant mass and cost benefits at power levels greater than ~15 kW per spacecraft, so the 
decision was made to invest in the flex array technology. For the next 5 years, Lockheed Martin invested 
significant internal research and development dollars to systematically design, develop, and qualify the MM 
Solar Array for flight programs. Every decision in the design process was asked 3 important questions: how 
does it impact cost, how does it impact manufacturing, and how does it impact modularity? The last of these 
questions regarding modularity perhaps shaped the design of the MM Solar Array more than anything else. 
Knowing that different satellites have different power requirements, the design team mandated that the 
finished product be easily configurable for different power levels. The result was a very modular solar array 
design. There are 375 documents that define the MM Solar Array. Of these 375 drawings, only 15 of them 
require modifications to change the solar array from a wing that produces 12.5 kW to a wing that produces 
6 kW or 8 kW or 10 kW, etc. And most of these drawing modifications are very basic changes that simply 
change the length of a certain assembly, like the mast or the blanket. This modularity enables the MM Solar 
Array to be a fully qualified, turn-key solution for most any program. This means that on day one of the 
program, the design of the solar array is already 96% complete. Non-recurring engineering efforts are 
almost non-existent, and production of the MM Solar Array can start almost immediately after contract 
award. 
 

Overview 
 

The MM Solar Array is divided into 4 major subassemblies. The first is the Boom Assembly. The structure 
of the Boom Assembly consists of hollow composite tubes with bonded titanium end fittings that are 
connected to each other across hinge lines. The purpose of the Boom Assembly is to deploy the MM Solar 
Array far enough away from the vehicle so that the vehicle does not cast a shadow on the solar array and 
to improve the thermal view factor for the spacecraft. Harnesses that transfer power from the solar array to 
the vehicle are routed along the Boom Assembly. The second major subassembly is the Deployer 
Assembly. The structure of the Deployer Assembly is made up of composite panels with aluminum 
honeycomb core and carbon-fiber facesheets. These panels are bolted together and support the 
mechanisms that are used to deploy the solar array blanket. The Deployer Assembly is a one-time use 
mechanism. Once the MM Solar Array is deployed, the Deployer Assembly serves as a piece of structure 
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that supports the overall solar array. The third major subassembly is the Blanket Container Assembly. Like 
the Deployer Assembly, the Blanket Container Assembly utilizes composite panels with aluminum 
honeycomb core and carbon-fiber facesheets. The purpose of the Blanket Container Assembly is to protect 
the Blanket Assembly during launch, position the Blanket Assembly for deployment once on orbit, and 
provide tension to the blanket during its on-orbit life. The fourth major subassembly is the Blanket Assembly. 
The structure of the Blanket Assembly consists of a thin film of Kapton. The solar cells are bonded to the 
Kapton in segments called panels. Panels are then connected to each other via hinge pins and Z-folded in 
the Blanket Container Assembly to create the Blanket Assembly. 
 

Deployment 
 

The MM Solar Array deploys in two phases. The first phase of the deployment starts when the low-shock 
non-pyro release mechanisms that hold down the solar array to the vehicle are released. Once these 8 
release devices are fired, 3 hinge lines deploy the Boom Assembly and Deployer Assembly. A fourth hinge 
line rotates the Blanket Container Assembly and positions it for deployment of the Blanket Assembly. The 
end of phase one of the deployment is achieved when all four hinge lines lock out. 
 

                 
         Figure 3 – Stowed Configuration                                         Figure 4 – First Stage Deployment 
 
Phase two of the MM Solar Array deployment consists of deploying the Blanket Assembly. Like previous 
generations of Lockheed Martin flex arrays, the Blanket Assembly is deployed using a central backbone 
called a mast. The mast is a deployable composite structure that is connected to the outermost panel of 
the Blanket Assembly. When power is applied to the actuators, the mast is deployed and as it deploys, it 
pulls the z-folded blanket open. At the end of the mast’s travel, tensioning devices called the Tension 
Mechanisms are engaged. The Tension Mechanism is a constant force negator spring device that is 
mounted to the static structure of the MM Solar Array. A cable is wrapped around a central spool of each 
Tension Mechanism and then connected to the most inboard panel of the Blanket Assembly. As the mast 
nears its end of travel, the Tension Mechanism pays out a short length of this cable, thus applying a known 
tension to the blanket. The Tension Mechanism transforms the Blanket Assembly into a tensioned 
membrane, which is important to the satellite’s guidance and control because if the blanket is not tensioned, 
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then control of the satellite is compromised as it is very difficult to operate a vehicle that has two 23-meter 
(75-foot) long “floppy” appendages. For the remainder of the mission, the Tension Mechanism is left in this 
“partially deployed” state, where it can pay out more cable or retract some cable while maintaining a 
constant force. This is important because the Blanket Assembly will expand and contract as the temperature 
changes, especially as the vehicle goes into and out of the Earth’s eclipse. 
 

 
Figure 5 – Fully Deployed MM Array in the Background, Stowed MM Array in the Foreground 
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Figure 6 - Stowed MM Solar Array 

 
 

Figure 7 - First Stage Deployment: Four Hinge 
Lines Deploy Boom Assembly, Deployer 

Assembly, and Blanket Container Assembly 

Figure 8 - First Stage Deployment Complete 
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Figure 9 - Start of Blanket Deployment                 Figure 10 - Second Stage Deployment Complete 

 
 

Orbit Raising 
 

Lockheed Martin’s commercial satellite heritage has been to deploy the solar arrays once all orbit raising 
maneuvers have been completed. With rigid solar arrays, power generation during this orbit raising phase 
is possible because when stowed, rigid solar arrays still have solar cells that can be illuminated by the Sun 
(the entire outboard panel can generate power during orbit-raising). However, the MM Solar Array does not 
have any exposed solar cells when stowed. This means that the MM Solar Array must be deployed as soon 
as separation from the launch vehicle occurs. The result is that vehicle orbit raising maneuvers must be 
done with 23-meter (75-foot) long deployed solar arrays on either side of the vehicle. The vehicle’s orbit 
raising engine drove significant stiffness and moment-loading design requirements into the Boom Assembly 
and hinges, but the highest load was seen prior to the last engine firing when the vehicle was at its lightest 
mass. 
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Figure 11 - Orbit Raising with Deployed MM Solar Arrays 
 
 

Lessons Learned Overview 
 

During the design, development, qualification, and production of the MM Solar Array, many valuable 
lessons were learned. Lessons learned were plentiful during development and qualification, but some of 
the most important lessons were learned during the production of the flight MM Solar Arrays. Some lessons 
were still being learned during the production of the fifth and sixth MM Solar Arrays. 
 

Thermal Testing of Complex Assemblies 
 

The Deployer Assembly is a complex subassembly of the MM Solar Array. It contains structural panels 
made from carbon-fiber facesheets with aluminum honeycomb core, precision mechanisms such as the 
drive actuators, large aluminum sleeves that guide the mast during deployment, and the mast itself. The 
mast of the MM Solar Array is a composite lenticular strut that is based on work originally done by Dr. 
George Herzl, a co-founder of the Aerospace Mechanisms Symposia. When deployed the mast is in a 
stress-free state. But when stowed, i.e., flattened and wrapped up around a drum, the mast is in its most 
stressed state. The Mast is in its stowed state during thermal cycling of the Deployer Assembly. Before 
starting the qualification thermal cycle test of the Deployer Assembly, the hot and cold temperature 
extremes needed to be established for the test. A thermal model was used to determine the temperature 
extremes that would be experienced by each part of the Deployer Assembly during the mission. The 
analysis showed that the structural panels of the Deployer Assembly were the driving components, so the 
thermal extremes of the Deployer Assembly thermal cycle test were established based on these panel 
temperatures. Once this assessment was complete, it was noted that the drive actuators would have to be 
removed from this test because they contained circuit cards with electronic components that could not 
survive the planned temperature extremes (during flight, heaters are used to maintain the temperature of 
these circuit cards). However, the team forgot to assess whether any other parts of the Deployer Assembly 
had any temperature restrictions. Instead, the team went forward with the qualification thermal cycle test 
and every remaining component in the Deployer Assembly was tested to the predicted temperature 
extremes of the structural panels. Upon completion of the test, the mast was unrolled and deformities in the 
mast were observed. Further investigation revealed that the deformities were caused by subjecting the 
stowed mast, i.e., the stressed structure, to a hot temperature extreme that was above the glass transition 
temperature of the composite resin. Certain members of the team were aware of this limitation, but this was 
not communicated to the team member that wrote the test plan. There are multiple lessons learned in this 
example. The first is that a stressed composite structure should not be thermal cycled above its glass 
transition temperature. Two is that the limitations of all components in complex assemblies must be known 
prior to beginning a thermal cycle test or any other test. And three is that all members of the team should 
be involved in establishing the thermal extremes for a thermal cycle test of a complex assembly. 
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Cure Profile of Composites 
 

Another lesson learned involving the mast revolved around the cure profile of the mast. Masts had been 
successfully produced for the development phase, the qualification phase, and even the production phase 
for two flight programs. But when production began on masts for the third flight program, a change was 
made that had dramatic unintended consequences. In an effort to be more affordable, the production team 
changed the cure profile of the mast so the mast could be cured in a shorter amount of time. The change 
consisted of a quicker ramp rate to the cure temperature and a lower cure temperature. Both changes were 
acceptable per the tolerances on the engineering drawing. However, the tolerances on the drawing were 
quite large (20°C) and no one had ever built a mast to these parameters before. The result was a brittle 
mast that cracked when stowed, though the cracks did not present themselves until the third or fourth 
stow/deploy cycles. By that time, the masts had been fully integrated into the Deployer Assemblies before 
it was realized that they were discrepant and would have to be replaced. Cost and schedule impacts 
resulted, along with a lengthy failure review board investigation. The lessons learned in this instance are 
many. First, cure profiles of composite structures should not be changed after they have been proven to 
produce acceptable flight hardware. Or if they are changed, then adequate delta-qualification tests should 
be conducted to ensure the end product is still acceptable. Second, clear communication channels between 
production teams and engineering teams are essential. The production team made the change to the cure 
profile without any buy-in from the engineering team. The engineering team would have denied the request 
for the cure profile change if they had been consulted because they knew the cure profile was critical to this 
type of composite structure. Third, the engineering team needs to ensure that whatever tolerances are 
established for the cure profile are qualified. The engineering team assumed that the end product would be 
the same given one ramp rate versus another or given one cure temperature versus another. But the 
engineering team never validated this assumption through tests. If the engineering team specifies a wide 
range of ramp rates and cure temperatures, then the engineering team needs to ensure those ranges 
produce acceptable hardware. 
 

 
      Figure 12 – Caution: even though these two composite cure profiles are within the tolerances, one 

may produce acceptable hardware while the other may not 
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Hinge Springs 

The next lesson learned involved the springs used in the hinges. During the first phase of deployment of 
the MM Solar Array, four hinge lines are deployed to position the MM Solar Array for deployment of the 
Blanket Assembly. During qualification of the hinges, the springs used in the hinges were procured from a 
supplier that specialized in producing springs. But for the flight units, the procurement team changed the 
supplier of the springs to a general machine shop to save cost. This machine shop delivered discrepant 
springs that were fabricated from the wrong material. But the discrepancy was not realized until after two 
sets of hinges had been built, tested, and installed on the flight MM Solar Arrays. Major cost and schedule 
impacts resulted and several work-arounds had to be implemented to meet critical vehicle need dates. 
Some basic but important lessons were learned from this event. First, communication between the 
engineering team and the procurement teams is important. The responsible engineer was not consulted on 
the supplier change for the springs. If he had been, he would not have approved the change. Second, if it 
is important that a product like a spring be procured from a specific source, then engineering should create 
a source-control drawing that specifies the approved suppliers. 
 

Hinge Studs 
 

Another lesson learned involving hinges revolved 
around a part of the hinge called the stud. This 
small machined part contains a threaded end 
with an undercut feature. The callout on the 
undercut was “R .015 undercut to minor dia. of 
thd”, i.e., undercut with a radius of 0.015 inch 
(0.38 mm) to the minor diameter of the thread. 
Even though this part and parts like it had been 
successfully fabricated for over 20 years, a 
supplier used to produce studs for the MM Solar 
Array hinges misinterpreted this undercut callout. 
This supplier interpreted the callout to be 
undercut 0.015 inch (0.38 mm) from the minor 
diameter. The result was a neck on the part that 
was too small (see Figure 9). During assembly of 
one of the hinges, the threaded part snapped off 
when a nut was torqued to it. This discrepancy 
was noted after multiple sets of hinges had been 
built, tested, and integrated into flight MM Solar 
Arrays. Major cost and schedule impacts resulted 
and several work-arounds had to be 
implemented to meet critical vehicle need dates. 
In the end, the flight drawing was updated to 
explicitly call-out the minor thread dimension and 
show the undercut to that dimension. The lesson 
learned here is that even if the part has been 
successfully produced by multiple suppliers for 
over 20 years, design engineers should always assess their drawings for any ambiguity because if there is 
any ambiguity in the drawings, then someone may misinterpret it. 

Figure 13 - Correct Hinge Stud Undercut Versus 
Incorrect Undercut 
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Figure 14 - Old Hinge Stud Undercut Callout Versus New Callout (dimensions in inches) 

 
Tension Mechanism 

 
The next set of lessons learned involve the Tension Mechanism, which was discussed in some detail in the 
Deployment section. As discussed there, the Tension Mechanism contains a cable wrapped around a spool. 
One end of the cable is swaged to a threaded stud while the other end of the cable is secured to the spool. 
The spool is connected to a constant force negator spring so as a result, the negator spring is constantly 
trying to retract the cable around the spool. During assembly of the Tension Mechanism and during 
installation of the Tension Mechanism on the MM Solar Array, care must be taken to ensure that 
uncontrolled retractions of the cable do not occur. If uncontrolled retractions occur, then the threaded stud 
at the loose end of the cable can be uncontrollably slammed into parts of the Tension Mechanism and 
damage the mechanism. Damage was most often seen in the form of broken strands in the cable. In order 
to prevent these uncontrolled retractions, 3D-printed plastic parts were used as shop aids to restrain the 
motion of the cable. The lesson learned is that proper tooling 
is required to prevent unintended motion of spring-loaded 
mechanisms. One other valuable lesson learned regarding 
the Tension Mechanism involved the decision to build a 
dedicated qualification unit. The Tension Mechanism design 
is largely unchanged from a heritage mechanism that has 
been performing nominally on-orbit for many years. Due to 
this successful heritage, the design team was tempted to not 
build a dedicated qual unit and jump straight into acceptance 
build and test. However, it was suggested to the team that 
since the product had not been built in over 15 years, it would 
be prudent to build a dedicated qualification unit. This 
decision turned out to be the right one because as 
requirements evolved, the design changed and delta-
qualification tests were required to qualify these changes. 
The fact that a dedicated qualification unit existed made it 
easy to conduct these delta-qualification tests. 
 
  

Figure 15 - Tension Mechanism with 
Restraining Tool (red part) 
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Tooling 
 

One of the good lessons learned from the MM Solar Array experience was to get the production team and 
the tooling team involved early in the program. When these teams are involved early, they can get a head-
start on what tools will be needed to most effectively assemble and test the product. By working alongside 
the design engineers, proper tooling can be designed and fabricated in time to support the flight builds. 
Often, a program may get to a certain part of the build and find that they forgot to build a critical tool or 
fixture, or a critical tool or fixture is not designed correctly. By engaging with the production and tooling 
teams early, the MM Solar Array team avoided this common pitfall. One of the most complex pieces of 
tooling was the system used to offload the MM Solar Array during deployment tests, called the Rail Offload 
System. The Rail Offload System had to meet several challenging requirements. It had to accommodate 
the entire 23-meter (75-foot) length of the MM Solar Array. It had to accommodate a lateral motion of about 
3 meters (10 feet) to allow the hinges to open during the first stage deployment. It had to be as low friction 
as possible to simulate zero gravity. And it had to offload each major subassembly in the MM Solar Array. 
The Boom Assembly, Deployer Assembly, and Blanket Container Assembly were offloaded using one link 
to the Rail Offload System, but the Blanket Assembly required each of the 30 panels in the Blanket 
Assembly to be individually linked to the Rail Offload System. This was the biggest challenge because 
when the Blanket Assembly is in its stowed configuration, the Blanket Assembly is less than 2.54-cm  
(1-inch) thick. The challenge was to develop a solution to be able to package 30 panel offloads in such a 
small space. The solution had 3 major parts to it. One was that thin offload trolleys were used. Two was 
that two tracks were used, one to offload the odd-numbered panels and one to offload the even-numbered 
panels. By doing this, the offload trolleys for adjacent panels could nest within each other, thus saving 
space in the stowed configuration. And three was that it turned out that the 30 offloads did not have to fit in 
a 2.54-cm (1-inch) wide space. It was acceptable for the offload cables to have a slight angle to them when 
the Blanket Assembly was stowed as long as there was some compliance built into the offload cable.  
 

 
Figure 16 - Blanket Assembly Rail Offload System 
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Moment Test at Cold Temperatures 
 

Long after all qualification tests had been completed and flight MM Solar Arrays were getting ready to be 
delivered to the vehicle, a question was asked regarding moment testing at cold temperatures. The concern 
was raised by an analyst who asked the team “I know you tested your composite boom tubes at ambient 
temperatures but how did they perform when they were tested at cold temperatures?” The team did not 
have an answer for this question. The team followed standard protocol for a composite boom tube, which 
consisted of fabricating the tube, bonding in the titanium end fitting, thermal cycling the tube to the hottest 
and coldest temperature predicts plus margin, and then proof-loading each tube. However, the proof load 
test was always done at ambient temperature. No cold temperature moment testing was ever conducted, 
even on the qualification unit. But the design of the MM Solar Array relies on the strength of a single boom 
tube that connects the entire array to the vehicle. And this single tube sees a very high moment load at the 
time the vehicle’s liquid apogee engine (LAE) fires to raise the orbit of the vehicle (recall from an earlier 
section of this paper that the MM Solar Arrays are fully deployed prior to firing the LAE). And this tube could 
be cold at the time the LAE fires. Knowing that there is some reduction in the strength of bond lines and 
composite structures at cold temperatures, there was suddenly an urgent need to fabricate a flight coupon 
and moment test it at cold temperatures. A coupon was fabricated and subjected to the appropriate moment 
load at temperatures as low as -64˚C. Several different load cycles were conducted to simulate the different 
loads that the boom would experience as the LAE is fired at different times during orbit raising. The results 
were that the boom tube passed every test and the late-breaking concern was laid to rest. The lesson 
learned here is that critical bonded structural joints should be tested at temperature extremes to ensure 
they will survive this environment. However, the costs of such a test can be prohibitive so care needs to be 
taken when identifying critical joints. A side lesson learned from this experience is that it is a good idea to 
include bolts in bonded joints where possible, a.k.a. chicken fasteners. Most composite tubes rely on the 
strength of the bond line that bonds in the end fitting. But if bolts are also present in this joint, then the 
strength of the joint is increased. The MM Solar Array was originally designed with bolts in these bonded 
joints as an added measure of margin. One question that was never answered by the cold moment test is 
“what is the reduction in strength of a boom tube that is tested at ambient temperature versus a boom tube 
that is tested at cold temperature?” Is there a 10% reduction in strength? 25% reduction? 50% reduction? 
The team had hoped to answer this question by breaking a boom tube at ambient and then breaking one 
at cold. But due to budget constraints, there was only enough funding to build one tube and verify that it 
would survive the worst-case moment at the worst-case temperature, i.e., a qualification load of 618 Nm 
(5471 in-lb) at a qualification temperature of -64˚C. Further research in this area would be prudent to 
determine the actual percent reduction in strength at cold temperatures. 
 

 

 

Figure 17 - Critical MM Solar Array Joint Figure 18 – Boom Tube Test Article 
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Obtain Independent Perspectives 
 
During the first deployment of the fifth flight MM Solar Array, an anomalous behavior was noted at the very 
end of the deployment. The behavior manifested as a sudden jerk of the blanket followed by ripples of the 
blanket along its length. The deployment successfully completed to lock-out, but this behavior was not 
nominal, so an investigation was started. The team investigated many possible causes and converged upon 
what they thought was the likely root cause, i.e., that a bracket was undersized and not allowing a bar to 
be smoothly pulled out of this bracket. The team was in complete agreement that this was the likely root 
cause and was about to implement some trouble-shooting steps when it was suggested to the team that 
they solicit some outside input from a group of independent observers. It was not long before the group of 
independent observers were able to convince the team that an undersized bracket could not have caused 
this anomaly. Further inspection of photographs of the hardware revealed the true root cause, i.e., the 
presence of a burr on the bracket. Inspection of the actual hardware confirmed the presence of the burr on 
this bracket and only this bracket. All other brackets had been properly deburred. During deployment, the 
burr behaved like a hook and momentarily grabbed onto the bar. As the force of the deployment overcame 
the burr, it suddenly released the bar, causing the sudden jerk in the deployment motion. The obvious 
lesson here is to ensure all burrs are removed from interfaces that move relative to one another. But a more 
important lesson is that schedule pressures sometimes cause teams to want to quickly determine root 
cause and move on to the next step. If this team had done that, the evidence of the burr would have been 
destroyed and root cause may never have been determined. Teams must learn to take a breath and ensure 
that root cause has been conclusively determined before moving to the next step in the process. Another 
lesson learned is that it is always valuable to get an independent assessment of an anomaly from a trusted 
expert. The independent experts in this case were able to see the issue from a different perspective and 
challenge the assumptions that the team made to determine the wrong root cause. The independent experts 
were able to offer a more plausible root cause that upon further investigation turned out to be the correct 
root cause. 
 

 
Figure 19 – Burr on Bracket 
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Conclusion 
 
Many lessons were learned during the development, qualification, and production of the MM Solar Array. 
The MM Solar Array has been successfully qualified to AIAA S-111 for Solar Cells and AIAA S-112 for Solar 
Panels, including continuous monitoring of the solar cells during the 1.5X thermal life cycle test. All 
mechanisms on the MM Solar Array have met the requirements of AIAA S-114 for Moving Mechanical 
Assemblies. Four Wings are currently flying on two commercial satellites that were launched in February 
and April of 2019 and two more Wings are set to fly on another commercial satellite in early 2020. As its 
name suggests, the Multi-mission Modular Solar Array stands ready to support multiple missions and is 
looking forward to powering the next generation of high-powered Lockheed Martin satellites.  

 

Figure 20 - MM Solar Array Integrated to Vehicle 


